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Cirrus trailed sowing combination
Sow successfully – harvest successfully
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The trailed Cirrus sowing combination, in working widths
of 3 m, 3.5 m, 4 m and 6 m, represents optimum working
performance yet maximum efficiency. The Cirrus range
offers an immense variety of features and can be utilised
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when sowing after the plough, for mulch sowing or for
sowing directly into stubbles making it appeal to both
agricultural contractors and farms alike.

Cirrus
Faster, economical, better!
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Cirrus

The new generation: Cirrus

Top benefits for Cirrus
The large, centralised 3,000 l to 4,000 l seed tank is neatly integrated
into the sowing combination leaving an uncluttered view of the
work area.
The combination of a high seed tank capacity and the pneumatic
seed distribution makes high work rates possible.
The quick and easy to open roll-over hopper cover means short fill
times and safely protects the contents of the tank from dust and
moisture.
The standard electric metering drive for differing seeds and seed
rates offers even more comfort thanks to its precise metering and
simple adjustment.
Thanks to the combination of the TwinTerminal and the excellent
access to the metering unit, a quick calibration is achieved.
A precise seed placement, particularly at high operational speeds,
is ensured via the RoTeC pro disc coulters with its integrated
Control 25 cleaning and depth guidance roller.
As standard, machine control is carried out via modern ISOBUS
communication.
In combination with ISOBUS, GPS applications such as GPS-Switch
or application maps for part-area site specific sowing can be utilised.
The immense variety of features, such as, for example, Crushboard,
T-Pack S/T-Pack IN/T-Pack U, Single-Shoot fertiliser systems, seed
pipe monitoring or filling auger, offers the right solution for any
situation.
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The top benefits

The benefits of ISOBUS
The Cirrus is certified according to the UT 2.0 AEF compliance test. In this way these AMAZONE seed drills can
be operated via any terminal on the market that has
been UT 2.0 certified. Needless to say, the Cirrus can also
be controlled via an ISOBUS compatible Section Control
licence from another ISOBUS terminal.

support the AEF functionality AUX-N. This means, that,
for example, the keys of an existing AUX-N compatible
multi-function joystick can be individually assigned
to a specific function. So, every function on the joystick
is located exactly there, where the customer wants
it to be.

AMAZONE AMATRON 3, CCI 100 and AMAPAD terminals
alongside all AMAZONE ISOBUS equipped machinery

With

ISOhnBoUlogSy
tec

Cirrus 6003-2 with roll-over hopper cover
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The agile trailed seed drill combination:
Cirrus 3003 and 3503 Compact

Cirrus 3003 Compact

“The AMAZONE Cirrus 3003 Compact universal seed drill leaves a good impression.
The handling of this compact machine was convincing. Many details, such as, for
example the TwinTerminal, the large tool box, access to the distributor head or the
working depth indicator for the front cultivations discs ease the work load. However,
even the fundaments, such as the quality of work, the paintwork and the 40 km/h
permissible road speed need to be emphasised.”
(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)
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Cirrus 3003 and 3503 Compact

“As standard, the Cirrus is equipped with a very efficient air
braking system – exemplary! However better still: equipped
with this the machine is allowed, even with a full hopper
tank, to travel at 40 km/h on the road.”
(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)

40 km/h
28 m sprayer

Compact, easily manoeuvrable, quick!
For smaller fields the Cirrus Compact models offer an atttractive option. With a 550 mm shorter axle position than on
the wider Cirrrus drills and in conjunction with its lower
link mounting, tremendous manoeuvrability is achieved.
So, even on tight headlands excellent work rates are possible. With its 3,000 l tank capacity and the maximum speed
of 40 km/h, the Compact models are ideal for farms which
do not have any facility for in-field filling. In accordance
with the relevant national traffic road regulations, the
Cirrus is available with an unbraked axle, with dual-circuit
air braking or with a hydraulic braking system.
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This seed drill, with a working width of 3.5 m, has been
developed for countries or regions where a transport width
of 3.5 m on the road is permissible. Of course, this machine
also is a very interesting alternative for farms in a ring
because this trailed sowing combination matches very well
with 21 m and 28 m tramline systems. In addition, a working width of 3.43 m is available, so that, for example, a
7-bout tramline rhythm for 24 m can be achieved.
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3.50 m seed drill: example of 28 m tramline system

24 m sprayer
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New 3.5 m working width
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3.43 m seed drill: example of 24 m tramline system

21 m sprayer
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3.50 m seed drill: example of 21 m tramline system

Cirrus 3503 Compact for farms that appreciate
its efficiency and low pulling power
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Flexible and universal:
Cirrus 4003 and 4003-2

The rigid Cirrus 4003-C with combined
seed and fertiliser tank

The folding Cirrus 4003-2C with combined
seed and fertiliser tank
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Cirrus 4003 and 4003-2

Cirrus principle

Cirrus-C principle

Single outlet tank for seed

Twin outlet pressurised tank for seed and fertiliser

Compact, quick, universal

Seed and fertiliser tank

The trailed Cirrus sowing combination, with a working width
of 4 m, is available in both a rigid or a folding version. The
folding version folds for road transport down to a transport
width of 3 m.

In addition to the Cirrus 4003 single outlet, open tank version, the Cirrus 4003-C is available with divided, twin outlet
pressurised tank. The enclosed twin tank allows the reliable
metering at a low power requirement.

These 4 m versions are particularly suitable for mediumsized farms that require a large seed capacity and thus high
work rates, and who already have on the fam as standard,
tractors with a power rating of between 170 and 200 HP.
This size of tractor is optimally suited for the Cirrus 4003
and 4003-2.

The tank is split in a ratio of 60 : 40. The Single-Shoot system
of seed and fertiliser or seed only can be applied via the
coulters according to the application or need. Thanks to the
two metering units, which can also be individually calibrated
with two different materials, the highest accuracy of application without any demixing effects is achieved.
With the twin hopper, safe filling of the hopper is ensured
by the fold-down platform.

Cirrus 4003-C with pressurised tank and folding lid
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For the highest work rates:
Cirrus 6003-2

Cirrus 6003-2C with combined
seed and fertiliser hopper

“The shape of the seed tube in the coulter was changed to place
the seed even more precisely in the bottom of the furrow. This
also functions very well – when the seeds were uncovered we
did not find anything left on top. Almost all the seeds were left
on the water-bearing seed furrow bottom.”
(Traction magazine – working test AMAZONE Cirrus 6003-2 · 03/2015)
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Cirrus 6003-2

“Especially for agricultural contractors the 40 km/h permit for
road transport with a full hopper is very interesting.”
(Traction magazine – working test AMAZONE Cirrus 6003-2 · 03/2015)

40 km/h

Fast, universal, efficient
For higher field outputs and on larger farms, AMAZONE offers
the folding Cirrus 6003-2 in 6 m working width and with a
hopper capacity of 3,600 l.

Apart from the single outlet tank version of the Cirrus 6003-2,
the Cirrus 6003-2C is available with a twin outlet 4,000 l
pressurised tank for the simultaneous application of fertilliser and seed.

Comfortable filling

Quick emptying

Steps at the front of the tank facilitate acess to the single
tank. The twin tank is easily accessed via the safe gangway
with handrail. The tank can be simply filled from small
bags, big bags, via a filling auger on a trailer or a loading
shovel. The easy to operate folding lid of the pressurised
tank closes to make the tank airtight.

The emptying of the seed and fertiliser tanks is done quickly
and easily via the optionally available quick emptying device
which is attached to the tank and is easily acessible.
As an extension, HT or drainage pipes can be fitted.
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The Cirrus concept
Agronomical and ecological demands fulfilled to perfection:

1

2

Hopper position: The optimised positioning of the seed
hopper ensures better tractor traction and more room
left for tight turns on the headland. Also the fill level of
the hopper does not have any effect on the placement
depth of the seed.

3

Operational comfort: Platforms above the culivation discs
provide comfortable access to the metering unit and the
distributor head.

4

Loosening: Two tractor track eradicators per side provide
an effective loosening of the soil behind the tractor.

Metering: Quickly exchangeable metering cassettes
together with a very quiet running, yet high performance blower fan, ensure an even seed delivery to
the distributor head, even when sowing at maximum
speeds. The forward speed impulses are provided via
radar and a tramline system is fitted as standard. If
necessary, the hopper can be isolated from the metering
via a slide which enables the metering cassette to be
changed even when the hopper is full.
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The concept

5

Levelling: Mounted ahead of the disc segment, a
hydraulically-adjustable Crushboard for levelling the
soil can be attached (optional).

6

Seedbed preparation: Twin-row disc section with maintenance-free and uniquely angled discs ensures a superb
quality and level seedbed. The working depth can be
hydraulically adjusted during operation.

7

Reconsolidation: The specially developed Matrix tyres
reconsolidate the seedbed in strips. The sowing coulters
smoothly follow exactly in these defined strips even at
high forward speeds.

8

Levelling: Ridge clearers between the tyres ensure a level,
even, operational performance. Alternatively, scrapers
are available to avoid any clogging of the tyres under
extreme soil conditions.

9

Seed placement: The optimised seed placement and
coverage is achieved by the independent adjustment of
either the pressure on the harrow or that of the coulter
pressure on the robust RoTeC pro coulters.

10

Seed pipe monitoring: Another useful system to assist
the driver is the optionally available seed pipe monitoring which detects immediately any blockages down at
the coulter and in the tube. Directly behind the distributor head, sensors monitor the seed flow in the seed
pipes. Incorrect switch-over of the tramline rhythm is
automatically detected by the system. Especially on long
working days, the monitoring is an elegant solution to
help keep an eye on the working performance.
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Cirrus slide seal
Reliability and comfort are the key

2-row angular contact
ball bearing
Face seal built
in conical seats

2 x O-rings

2 x cast rings
with face seal

SAE 90 gear oil filled
(40 cm³)
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The technology | Slide seal

Large clearance for less draft and a smooth run

Perfect bearing sealing
The combination of felt ring and extremely high quality
face seals perfectly protect the 2-row angular contact ball
bearing races. So, with one oil fill as lifelong lubrication,
grease nipples are avoided. Thus, the maintenance time of
the compact disc harrow element is substantially reduced.
Face seals have been used in the construction industry for
decades for sealing rollers and the running gear of tracklaying vehicles and they are proven to work reliably under
the hardest of operational conditions.

Twin-row compact disc harrow
element – seedbed preparation
and sowing in one pass
The twin-row compact disc harrow loosens, crumbles and
levels the seedbed prior to sowing. In this way two operating
passes can be combined. For conservation farming, additionally any surface straw is again distributed and incorporated.
Plentiful clearance, even at high forward speeds, identifies
the twin-row compact disc harrow element. No blockage
from straw or crop residues. The increased angle of attack
of the discs ensures an especially intensive mixing. The working depth of the disc section can be individually matched
whilst driving. The setting possibilities of the outer discs via
a series of holes ensures a neat transition between passes.
The large distance between the second disc row and the
Matrix tyres provides an easy pull and smooth running as
the soil flow in front of the Matrix tyres has already settled.

Rubber suspension elements –
reliable and maintenance-free
The disc system combines two discs mounted on one arm
which is suspended via sprung rubber blocks and which optimally follows the ground contours. In addition, the rubber
sprung buffers act as an overload safety device on stony
soils. In this way, a safe, maintenance-free operation of the
compact disc harrow system is ensured – and at a constant,
even working depth.

Rubber suspension elements
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Positive drive and an even turning effect
due to the big cross-sectional area

Targeted reconsolidation in strips
via the longitudinal profile
Matrix tyres

© AMAZONE 2013

Matrix principle

Matrix principle
At the heart of the machine, and the guarantee of a uniform, quick field emergence, are the new Matrix tyres. With
dimensions of 400/55R17.5, these tyres feature a diameter
of 880 mm and a width of 410 mm (wide enough for 4 seed
rows at 12.5 cm spacing or 3 seed rows at 16.6 cm). The combination of the big diameter, together with the new profile,
provides an easy rolling effect – and thus a reduced pulling
power. This is a characteristic which is, above all, very important for trailed seed drills that are equipped with passive soil
tillage tools and driven at fast forward speeds.

With the Matrix tyre, AMAZONE, for the first time, makes
use of radial design tyres with steel inserts in the tread.
Due to the radial design, with its higher deflection ability,
the profile has a true soil contact across all the rows creating perfectly even growing conditions. In addition, radial
tyres, thanks to their design, have the benefit that they
offer very good self-cleaning, even at the standard 3.5 bar
pressure. Ridge levellers in between the rows, which are
available as an option, provide an even operational performance and make sense especially on light soils.

Keeping to the principle that has been established for many
years at AMAZONE, the Matrix tyres provide the reconsolidation in strips. The reconsolidated strips with small ridges
of loose earth provide more than enough fine soil for the coverage of the seed. The heterogeneous soil structure, created
by the tyres, provides the optimum plant growth under all
conditions.

As an alternative for regions which are less sensitive to
germination conditions, the Cirrus can also be equipped
with a simple AS cross-ply tyre of a similar dimension
(15.0/55-17). The self-driving effect from its short cleats is
very good and thus the machine is also easy to pull. This
compromises however, the targeted reconsolidation, especially in dry years, as the AS tyres do not create the same
seed/soil contact in comparison to the Matrix tyres.

AS tyres

Higher turning effect from the AS tyres
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The technology | Matrix tyre

“At 88 cm high and 41 cm wide, the Matrix tyres, compared
with the “old” wedge ring tyres are approximately 10 % higher
which results, due to less sticking in clayey soils, in a reduced
pulling power – great.”
(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)

Reconsolidation in strips due to the Matrix tyres

Row spacing 12.5 cm

Row spacing 16.6 cm

© AMAZONE 2013

Plants at a row spacing of 12.5 cm

© AMAZONE 2013

Plants at a row spacing of 16.6 cm
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Optimum seed placement
with the RoTeC pro coulter

“The coulter pressure is adjusted between two fixed positions via a double acting
valve – this same spool valve is also used to alter the working depth of the compact
disc harrow. The choice of functions is done via the operator terminal which saves
in the number of spool valves required.”
(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)
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The technology | RoTeC pro coulters

RoTeC pro coulter with Roller harrow in operation

RoTeC pro coulter

RoTeC pro coulter
In order to cope with the ever-increasing sowing speeds,
the RoTeC pro coulters feature an especially strong coulter
bearing point. The defined placement of the seed in the
bottom of the furrow has also been further optimised. The
seed is guided until close to the target area and that, as
well as the newly optimised furrow former, ensure an even
more precise placement depth.
The very even and exactly controlled depth guidance of
the RoTeC pro coulter is achieved via the Control 25 cleaning and depth guidance roller with a 25 mm wide contact
surface. As this depth guidance is fitted to the side of the
coulter, this principle operates with more accuracy than
coulter systems with a following, rigidly attached independent depth guidance roller. The combination of a less
aggressively angled 400 mm seed disc, made from wear
resistant high grade Boron steel, and a special furrow former
provide reduced soil movement. The Control 25 depth guidance roller offers a quick and comfortable adjustment of the

“At high forward speeds the coulter runs very smoothly in the
soil: The sowing depth was very even.”
(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)

sowing depth between shallow sowing and sowing cereal
seeds just via the coulter pressure. If necessary a notched
segment allows for readjustment on the sowing coulter in
4 steps. For especially deep placement on very heavy soils,
the RoTeC pro coulter is also available with the narrower
Control 10 depth guidance disc.
RoTeC pro coulters operate at a coulter pressure of up to
55 kg and travel very smoothly indeed. Here, the actual
effective pressure on the coulter is, in comparison, higher
with AMAZONE because the pressure isn’t split between
the coulter disc and the following press roller but operates
solely on the coulter disc itself. The high load carrying
capacity of the depth guidance roller results in an additional
advantage; operation at a constantly high, effective coulter
pressure. Thus the intensity of the seed embedment via the
Exact or Roller harrow can be adjusted completely independently from the coulter pressure.

Roller harrow
pressure

Coulter pressure

100 %

100 %
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Seed coverage with the
Exact S following harrow

Cirrus 6003-2

Exact S following harrow
The 15 mm thick Exact S following harrow is used in conjunction with the RoTeC pro coulter system. It features little
wear and provides good seed coverage, even under the most
arduous of operating conditions.
The Exact S following harrow covers and levels the open seed
furrows without blockage, even with large amounts of straw

present. With its individually pivoting harrow elements, it
adapts to the prevailing soil undulations and provides an
even seed coverage both on fields without straw and also
on areas where plenty of straw prevails. When sowing under
less than the optimum conditions, e.g. on moist and heavy
soils, the Exact following harrow pays off.
The harrow pressure is adjusted centrally by hand via two
levers. When equipped with the optional hydraulic harrow
pressure adjustment, locating pins predetermine the minimum and maximum settings. So, the harrow pressure and
the coulter pressure can be simultaneously matched to
changing soils via just one tractor control valve whilst on
the move.

“The Exact harrow S completes the seed embedment. Its
15 mm thick, cranked tines, which are suspended in pairs,
fully overlap. So, with this setup, its performance cannot
be faulted. We also liked the back-up protection and the
hydraulic pressure adjustment.”
Exact S following harrow

(profi – practical test Cirrus 3003 Compact · 04/2015)
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The technology | Following harrows

Consolidating with the Roller harrow

Cirrus 3003 Compact

Roller harrow
The Roller harrow additionally consolidates the soil above
the seed furrow resulting in the optimum germination conditions. This is recommended especially for light, dry soils
when sowing spring crops or rape. An undulating surface
profile that reduces erosion is the result. The special advantage on offer is that the adjustment of the Roller harrow
pressure, from nothing up to 35 kg per roller, is completely
independent from the coulter pressure.

Roller harrow
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T-Pack packer
and optional equipment

T-Pack U
The front T-Pack U intermediate axle packer rolls the area
in the centre of the cultivation disc segment. In this way,
the soil in front of the machine is again additionally reconsolidated which is of benefit on light soils.

The passively-steered T-Pack U can be utilised as an intermediate axle packer in the rear of the tractor or also, in solo
operation, as a front packer.

T-Pack S

T-Pack IN

With the T-Pack S side packer, when using the Cirrus 40032/2C and 6003-2/2C under light to medium conditions or
following the plough, the soil can be pre-rolled ahead of
the disc segment, providing additional reconsolidation.

The pre-running packer concept on the Cirrus 4003-2/2C
and 6003-2/2C can be supplemented by the T-Pack IN. This
is mounted in the centre of the machine underneath the
drawbar and in this way presses the area between the
tractor wheels.
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T-Pack packer and optional equipment

LED work lights

Forward speed source

On the Cirrus the optional LED work lights light up the
working area and thus provide a clear view of the working environment to ensure the safe operation, even in
the evening and during the night. Also the area around
the sowing coulters is excellently lit. The work lights are
controlled via the operator terminal.

For the regulation and drive of the metering unit, the forward speed of the Cirrus can be registered via a radar sensor or via a GPS speed sensor signal. As an alternative, the
tractor speed can also serve as a speed source via a signal
cable.

Catch crop sowing with GreenDrill 500

Filling auger

The GreenDrill seeder box is the ideal solution for sowing
catch crops or the under-sowing of a secondary crop in just
one operational pass. The GreenDrill seed hopper, which is
safely accessed via steps has a capacity of 500 l. The full
width distribution of the seed is carried out via baffle plates
in front of the following harrow.

With the hydraulically swivelable filling auger, a comfortable
solution for the quick filling of Cirrus 6003-2/2C is available.
In addition to the single tank, also the twin tank can be
comfortably filled from a trailer by simply swivelling the
filling auger.

For the control of the machine, AMAZONE offers in addition
to the basic equipment, an on-board computer for the
GreenDrill which controls the metering unit. In addition,
this optional Comfort specification offers the possibility of
indicating the forward speed, the worked area, the worked
hours and also assists during the calibration procedure.

The filling auger can be combined with all other optional
equipment and offers a good view when manoeuvring due
to the mounting arrangement to the left hand side of the
auger and is supported on the side frame.

GreenDrill 500 on Cirrus 6003-2C:
suitable for companion crops or slug pellets
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With

AMATRON 3 operator terminal

ISOhnBoUlogSy
tec

Machine overlapping operation
Control of all the important functions on the
Cirrus can be achieved via the AMATRON 3
ISOBUS terminal, including both operational
functions and functions for the adjustment
of the machine, such as calibration.
AMATRON 3 is an ISOBUS terminal that can
be used from seed drills to fertiliser spreaders
and crop protection sprayers enabling the optimum application rate control and operation.

One for ALL!
AMATRON 3
As standard, the Cirrus is equipped with full electric metering drive. This simplifies the calibration routine and any
in-cab changes in seed rate. The comprehensive electrohydraulic operation via the AMATRON 3 allows the control
of all functions such as headland management or working
depth of the disc harrow segment from the tractor cab.
The operator terminal controls the drill as well as monitoring the tramline functions. This also includes a sensible

“The exceptional operation via the AMATRON 3 computer with
its 5.7 inch display is no mystery.”
(Traction magazine – working test AMAZONE Cirrus 6003-2 · 03/2015)

obstacle solution for the track markers. With the new Task
Controller, the jobs can be prepared comfortably on the
farm PC and then transferred via a USB stick to the terminal
in an ISO-XML format and then loaded. By means of the
AMATRON 3 and the Cirrus, via ISO-XML or Shape files,
part-area, site specific maps can be processed.
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AMATRON 3 and GPS-Switch
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Virtual headland
Field application maps for different seed rates are also possible
Worked area

GPS-Switch
for Cirrus

Cirrus 3003 switches off precisely

Accurate placement
of the seed
After the success of the GPS-Switch system on fertiliser
spreaders and sprayers, sowing now is the focus for the use
of this technology. The switching on and off of the electric
metering system is controlled via GPS. In this way, the stress
on the driver is reduced and an improvement in the operational performance is achieved especially in small fields with
many headland turns.

AMATRON 3 with GPS-Switch on the Cirrus 6003-2

GPS-Switch controls, dependent on the position of the seed
drill and the adjustments by the driver, the switch-on and
off points of the electric metering unit of the Cirrus. For the
Cirrus 4003-2 and Cirrus 6003-2, control of each 2 m or 3 m
half-side section is possible.
In this way, during practical operation, the often found over
or under sown areas in critical spots, such as on the headland or in wedges can be minimised. Sowing ‘gaps’ are now
things of the past! The driver can fully concentrate on driving
and can operate the drill independently to achieve a neat
transition.
Saving seed and higher work rates: with GPS-Switch now
applicable to sowing, the classic method of raising the drill
to switch it off which leaves some seed on the surface and
gives more chances of misses is avoided so that the sown
seed is better placed. For a better optimisation of the
switch-on and switch-off points, AMAZONE recommends
RTK accuracy.
The future today: in addition, becoming increasingly popular
is the use of sowing maps, where the seed rates can be
matched to individual zones in the field – such as hills and
hollows or changes in soil type. The Task Controller (via ISOXML) or GPS-Maps allows, as an option for the AMATRON 3
terminal, the simple realisation of seed maps. Standardised
file formats can be imported into the system which are then
implemented fully automatically. A graphic display of the
map in the background offers a good overview.

The implement is manually
switched on and off

Over or under sowing with manual on/off switching without
GPS-Switch

Position dependent, automatic switching on and off of the
electric metering unit with GPS-Switch

Cirrus

CCI terminal

The benefits:
The CCI ISOBUS terminal from AMAZONE is the result of the
cooperation with several other manufacturers of agricultural
machinery who are joint participants in the Competence
Centre ISOBUS e.V (CCI). With CCI, AMAZONE and its partners
have laid the foundation to introduce ISOBUS into practice.
The CCI is the basis to convert all AMAZONE machinery and
implements successively to the ISOBUS standard.
The bright 8.4 " colour display with its high screen resolution and ambient light sensor matches the brightness
automatically to the light conditions. This avoids the
driver in twilight or at night being blinded by too bright
a display.
Inputs can be entered either, from choice, via the operatorfriendly touch screen or via the soft keys.
Fatigue-free operation at night is assisted by the backlighting of the keys which are also connected with the
light sensor.
The proven AMAZONE one-handed operation is still
possible because the function of the “soft keys” can
be simply mirrored.
For intuitive menu guidance and the convenient input
of values and text, the terminal is provided with a highquality touch screen.

For the direct quick, input and adjustment of the input
values, a scroll wheel with actuating function is ergonomically integrated in the housing.

The terminal features
the following functions:
ISOBUS implement operation
CCI.Control job management for documentation
CCI.Command (optional):
automatic part-width section shut-off CCI.Command.SC
Parallel guidance aid CCI.Command.PT
Application maps supported in ISO-XML format
Serial interface, e.g. for N sensors
Tractor ECU function
Camera function CCI.Cam
In conjunction with seed drills, the CCI terminal features
the automatic tramline function. Here the tramline
position is controlled via GPS with the aid of the parallel
driving module of the CCI terminal.

External light bar for CCI.Command.PT parallel driving aid
As a possible addition, an external light bar is available which can
comfortably be coupled with CCI.Command PT. The external light bar
Can be positioned freely in the tractor cab. The only precondition for
its utilisation is the activation of the Parallel Tracking module in
CCI.Command.
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Control | CCI 100 | AMAPAD

AMAPAD
An especially comfortable method
of controlling agricultural machinery

The new dimension in control
and monitoring
With the AMAPAD operator terminal, AMAZONE offers an
entirely new and high-class solution for GPS application
such as automated GPS based part-width section control
and Precision Farming applications.
AMAPAD features an especially ergonomic, 12.1" touch
screen. With the unique “MiniView” concept, applications
that do not need to be actuated but which, however, need
to be monitored, are clearly shown at the side. If needs be,
these can be enlarged by “fingertip” widening. The possibility also exists to customise the display, a feature which
rounds off the exceptional layout of this operator terminal.

The terminal includes
the following functions:

The characteristics of AMAPAD:

ISOBUS implement operation
Task Controller job management for documentation
Automated GPS-Switch pro part-width section control
GPS-Track pro parallel guidance system
As an option: upgradable to automatic steering
GPS-Maps pro application map module

GPS-Switch
GPS-S
itch pro
read

In addition to GPS-Switch pro part-width section control, a
high-quality professional manual light bar guidance system
is also installed as standard. GPS-Track can also be upgraded
to an automated steering system.

Screen made from toughened glass
Housing made from impact-proof plastic
Extra-narrow rim for maximum visibility
Flush finish, no penetration of dust / humidity

GPS-Track
GPS-Tr
k pro
read

GPS-Maps pro
read
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The metering makes the difference

Comfort Pack 1 with TwinTerminal 3.0
To further simplify the pre-metering, calibration and residue
emptying, AMAZONE offers for the Cirrus, in conjunction
with AMATRON 3, CCI 100 or AMAPAD operator terminals,
Comfort Pack 1 with TwinTerminal 3.0. The TwinTerminal
is fitted directly on the seed drill near to the metering units.
This position offers a decisive benefit: The driver now can
carry out the actuation and data input for the calibration

“A good idea also is the new secondary terminal which once
again significantly simplifies and make safer the calibration
procedure.”
(Traction magazine – working test AMAZONE Cirrus 6003-2 · 03/2015)

procedure direcly at the machine and thus the repeated climbing up and down into the tractor is no longer necessary. The
TwinTerminal 3.0 consists of a water and dustproof housing
with a 3.2 inch display and four large operation keys.
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Metering cassettes

Precise, full electric metering drive for Cirrus
Easy setting via the operator terminal and comfortable calibration

The metering system is suitable for all seeds and sowing
rates from 1.5 to 400 kg/ha. Over-sized metering cassettes
produce a low peripheral speed protecting the seed from
damage. Conversion from fine seeds to normal seeds is done
in seconds by exchanging the metering cassettes. They can
even be changed when the seed hopper Is full. In addition
to the standard supplied metering cassettes (20 ccm, 210 ccm
and 600 ccm output volume), cassettes suitable, for example,
for maize or specialised crops are also available.

20 ccm

210 ccm

600 ccm

e.g. for
rape, stubble
turnips, lucerne

e.g. for
barley, rye,
wheat

e.g. for
spelt, oats,
wheat

Metering cassettes for different seed types

Metering cassette 7,5 ccm

Metering cassette 120 ccm

Metering cassette 350 ccm

Metering cassette 660 ccm

for flax and poppies

for catch crops, maize and
sunflowers

for fertiliser

for peas and beans

Optional metering cassettes

“For situations other than fine and normal seeds, such as grass, beans, peas
and maize different metering cassettes are available. Their exchange is simple
as AMAZONE provides a tool for accessing the metering unit.”
(Traction magazine – working test AMAZONE Cirrus 6003-2 · 03/2015)
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Cirrus

AMAZONE service –
always in your vicinity
Your satisfaction is our challenge

VDMA campaign:
Pro-Original
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AMAZONE service

The satisfaction of our customers
is the most important objective

We provide you with a first class
spare parts service

For this we rely on our competent sales partners. Also for
service queries they are the reliable contact partner for
farmers and contractors. Due to continuous training, our
sales partners and service technicians are always up to
date when it comes to looking after the state of the art
technology.

The basis for our worldwide spare parts logistics is the central
spare parts depot at our headquarters in Hasbergen-Gaste.
This ensures the maximum availability of spare parts, even
for older machines.

Better to choose the original
right from the start

AMAZONE “E-Learning” –
the new way of driver training via a PC

Your equipment is exposed to extreme demands. The quality
of AMAZONE spare parts and wearing metal offers you the
reliability and safety you need for efficient soil tillage, precise
sowing, professional fertilisation and successful crop protection.

With the “E-Learning” internet portal, AMAZONE expanded
its service offer on its home page at www.amazone.de/
e-learning with this additional very useful function.
“E-Learning” offers interactive driver training, which
enables the operator to practice the operation of complex
machinery on his own on-line as well as off-line via a PC
or tablet. The new service offers drivers the possibility to
get acquainted with a new machine prior to its initial operation. However, experienced drivers can also refresh their
knowledge enabling them to utilise better still the full
potential of their machinery.

Only original spare parts and wearing metal are perfectly
matched to AMAZONE machinery in their functionality and
durability. This ensures the optimum operational performance. Original parts at a fair price pay off in the end.
Therefore, make your decision the original!
The advantages of original spare parts and wearing metal
Quality and reliability
Innovation and efficiency
Immediate availability
Higher resale value of the used machine

Parts which are available in our central spare parts depot in
Hasbergen-Gaste, ordered up until 17.00 hours, are dispatched the same day. 28,000 different line items of spare
parts and wearing metal are located in our highly modern
store and daily, up to 800 orders are sent to our customers.
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Technical data: Cirrus trailed sowing combination
Cirrus
3003
Compact

Cirrus
3503
Compact

Cirrus
4003

Cirrus
4003-C

Cirrus
4003-2

Cirrus
4003-2C

Cirrus
6003-2

Cirrus
6003-2C

Working width (m)

3.00

3.50/3.43

4.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

6.00

6.00

Transport width (m)

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

Transport length (m) *

7.00

7.00

8.00

8.00

8.05

8.05

8.05

8.05

Transport height (m)

3.15

3.25

Execution

rigid

folding

Operational speed (km/h)
Power requirement (kW/HP)

8 – 16
90/120

105/140

120/160

120/160

120/160

120/160

164/220

164/220

3,000

3,000

3,600

4,000 ¹

3,600

4,000 ¹

3,600

4,000 ¹

Filling height (m)

2.90

2.90

2.90

2.80

2.90

2.80

2.90

2.80

Filling width (m)

1.90

1.90

2.60

2 x 1.25

2.60

2 x 1.25

2.60

2 x 1.25

Filling depth (m)

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.70

0.80

0.70

0.80

0.70

6,600

7,500

7,700

8

12

12

Hopper capacity (l)
¹ Divided seed/fertiliser hopper (l)

Drawbar
Nett weight from (kg)

Lower links Cat. II/III/IV
3,600

4,000

4,500

4,700

Transport running gear
Number of Matrix/AS tyres

6,400

integrated
6

7

8

Row spacing (cm)

8

8
12.5 or 16.6

* by the extension of the telescopic drawbar the transport length can vary.
Illustrations, content and technical data are not binding! Technical data may deviate according to the level of equipment.
Machine illustrations can vary due to country-specific traffic legislation.
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